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Conor McGregor is back and he will make his return in an exciting rematch against 
Dustin Poirier in the main event of the UFC 257 schedule. While McGregor vs Poirer is 
the highlight of the night, the UFC 257 has a power-packed fight card, with as many as 
four main-card fights, along with even preliminary round bouts. Here's a look at how to 

watch UFC 257 in India, UFC 257 start time and the live stream details.  
 

Former featherweight and lightweight champion Conor McGregor makes his return to 
the ring and will take on No. 2-ranked lightweight and former interim champion Dustin 
Poirier at the Etihad Arena on Yas Island, Abu Dhabi. This is the second time that the 

two UFC superstars will collide, having at the UFC 178 in September 2014, with 
McGregor winning in the first round via TKO. In other clashes, Michael Chandler will 
make his highly anticipated debut, when he faces off against No. 6 contender Dan 

Hooker in the lightweight division. 
 

The UFC 257 live stream is just hours away and we can help you get everything you 
need in advance to watch Poirier vs McGregor online tonight and catch the prelims too if 

you want to see every bout of UFC 257. 
 

https://espn-tv.site/ufc/?v=ufc+257


A Poirier vs McGregor live stream is one we imagine will get a lot of people excited. Not 
only does it mark the end of McGregor's extremely short-lived retirement, but it will also 

be the second time these two meet in the ring. 
 

After being knocked out in the first round of their first match, the former interim 
champion Dustin Poirier is going to be out for blood, looking to take down one of the 

most notorious fighters of the UFC world. 
 
  

With Khabib Nurmagomedov's self-avowed exile seemingly still intact, a shot at the 
lightweight title remains the lure for the winner of this unmissable main event from Fight 

Island in Abu Dhabi. 
 

A fitting finale to conclude the UFC's third tenure at the purpose-built facility in the 
Middle East, UFC 257 also sees a host of thrilling match-ups across a bumper card 

including lightweight Michael Chandler's promotional bow against Dan Hooker, Jessica 
Eye versus Scotland's Joanne Calderwood and Hakeem Dawodu vs Shane Burgos 

among the draws. 
 

 


